Allan Composite School
Mr. Craig Reinhardt, Principal
Mr. Kelly Wandler, Vice-Principal
June 16th, 2020
Re: June Reporting
Dear Families:
We would like to thank you for your ongoing and supportive efforts throughout the last three months
while navigating Supplemental Learning together.
As we continue to engage in the Supplemental Learning process, we want to recognize the
achievements of all Prairie Spirit learners. Our compass guides our instructional choices and reminds us
that learning occurs all around us and not just in classrooms. We are hearing many incredible learning
stories from the fields, kitchens, and backyards that highlight the resiliency of our students and the
flexibility of all those impacting and supporting their learning.
Our Supplemental Learning Plan provided opportunities to all students and focused on the areas of
Language Arts and Mathematics, as directed by the Ministry. We will be issuing Alternate June Progress
Reports that reflect this focus on Language Arts and Mathematics.
•

The June Kindergarten Report will inform parents through written comments.

•

Grades 1 - 8 will be assessed in the areas of literacy and numeracy utilizing the 1-4 scale, with
the bulk of the report being written feedback highlighting the Supplemental Learning period.
The most complete representation of student achievement will be found in the completed Term
II Progress Report. The assessments in the Alternate June Progress Reports may reflect growth
through supplemental learning. In cases where the student could not participate, or there was
not an increase in achievement evidence obtained through supplemental learning, the Term II
progress report grade will become their final grade in that subject area.
Please refer to the Term II progress report for final grades in subject areas not receiving a grade
on the June Alternate Progress Report. The Term II and Alternate Progress Report will be
included in the student Cumulative Folder.

•

Grades 9-12 will receive a standard Progress Report with a percent for each subject and a
comment. Marks for grade 10 -12 courses will be reported to the Ministry and appear on their
final transcript. If students were below 50% as of March 13th and no evidence of supplementary
learning was presented, the student will not receive credit for that course.
When classes were suspended in March, the Premier gave the following direction: Every student
will receive a final grade based on their current grade, and students in K-9 will progress to their
next grade level next year.

We will be emailing Alternate June Progress Reports between June 25 - 29.
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Please be assured that our teachers understand the period of Supplemental Learning provided students
with differing learning opportunities. In September, Prairie Spirit teachers will be connecting with their
students to welcome them back, acknowledging the learning and growth that has happened during the
period of supplemental learning and supporting them with ongoing achievement in their learning. We
look forward to continuing to grow the educational partnership with our Prairie Spirit families next year!

Sincerely,

Mr. Craig Reinhardt
Principal
Allan Composite School
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